Across the state we need people who want to make a difference.

We need volunteers . . .

Kentucky, and America in fact, are approaching a tipping point where we may not be able to correct our downward course. The Family Foundation intends to continue to stand for the family and the values that make families strong, but government too often is working against the family and against family values.

We need to recognize that "WE ARE THE GOVERNMENT" and that we must act rather than simply slide into the soft bed of history like great cultures and nations. Yes, we need help . . . would you be willing to . . .

- Sign People Up? Encourage your friends to sign up for the CITIZEN newsletter.
- Pro-Life Seminar? Promote a "Voice for the Unborn" seminar in your community. (See page 4)
- Distribute Information? Distribute materials in your community at key times during the year.

Please call us: (859) 255-5400
Website: kentuckyfamily.org

"If my people who are called by my name humble themselves, and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then I will hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and heal their land." - II Chronicles 7:14

Franklin Graham comes to Frankfort May 4: It’s time to pray! It’s time to be salt & light!

May 4 is a day of destiny for Kentucky . . . perhaps for America. On Wednesday, May 4 Franklin Graham is coming to Frankfort to challenge Kentucky Christians to be the disciples that can make the difference in the future of our state and nation. He will challenge everyone to pray, to believe and to act.

The "Decision America Tour 2016" will have a prayer rally on the Capitol Steps at noon. Graham will be there to share, encourage and admonish the citizens of Kentucky to do our part to turn from our present course and engage with faith and faithfulness so that the obvious does not result from the course that we are currently following.

"Our nation is in trouble, and the answer doesn’t rest in our politicians and political parties," said Graham. "As Christians, we know the Answer and His Name is Jesus Christ. We have a responsibility as the church to be salt and light in this world. We are called to speak the truth of God’s Word to a society whose spiritual and moral foundation is crumbling at an alarming rate. We must pray, seek His face, and stand firm on His Word."

"I couldn’t agree more with Rev. Graham,” said Kent Ostrander, executive director of The Family Foundation. "When we see the 2016 General Assembly was struggling on the budget and dealing in a calendar response, we cancelled our Rally set for April 11 and encouraged everyone to come to May 4. This way we can get to the root of the state’s and nation’s problems – the spiritual realities."

After a disappointing 2016 Session of the General Assembly, many Kentuckians are wondering why the House of Representatives is unwilling to debate and pass the sanctity of life bills that protect the innocent and give back to their mothers what they deserved. Where is the courage in Frankfort if a revival or awakening took place that impacted both everyday citizens and political leaders.

Volunteers and organizers are hoping for thousands of Christians from across the state and across denominational lines to attend and agree together in prayer for Kentucky and the nation. "As a faith-filled people across the country, there’s a hunger for an ‘spiritual revival in America. It begins when we, as Christians, commit to project, reading, films on God’s Word and living our faith in every aspect of life," said Graham.
Instant Racing still operating, and still in question

We are not done yet, but more integrity in the new Administration suggests that we may get an honest hearing.

On Oct. 1, 2010 – just three months short of six years ago – The Family Foundation attorney, Stan Cave, and Executive Director, Kent Ostrander, appeared before Franklin Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate and the 10 joint petitioners to request permission to file a Right-to-Know lawsuit against the Kentucky State Board of Elections. After intervening and even though The Family Foundation attorney, Stan Cave, and Executive Director, Kent Ostrander, appeared before Franklin Circuit Judge Thomas Wingate and the 10 joint petitioners to request permission to file a Right-to-Know lawsuit against the Kentucky State Board of Elections.

Choosing Life plates strengthen Care Centers

Over 54 Pregnancy Care Centers across the state serve free of charge any Kentucky woman who has an unintended pregnancy.

Why did the 2016 House “behave badly”?

It is all about the power and control of the very liberal and the handful of Representatives called “House Leadership.”

Religious liberty / Privacy bills also died in House

Like the pro-life bills that died in the House, religious liberty and privacy bills also received no hearings in that Chamber.
Instant Racing still operating, and still in question

We are not done yet, but more integrity in the new Administration suggests that we may get an honest hearing.

On Apr. 8, 2010 – just three months short of six years ago – The Family Foundation attorney, Stan Cave, and Executive Director, Kent Ostrander, appeared before Franklin Circuit Court Judge Thomas Wingate and the 10 joint petitioners to request permission to intervene in the Instant Racing case.

After intervening and even though The Family Foundation was party to the case, the Democratic Caucus and the County denied The Family Foundation all discovery rights, including the rights of inspection, summary or further discovery and ask questions. Several years later, the Kentucky Supreme Court sent the Family Foundation a right of discovery and order the parties to complete, remand the case for discovery. In the meantime, the case is on hold.

Choosing to banish and/or to allow the gathering of evidence for the trial to proceed is a matter of choice. The bottom line is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The bottom line is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

51 Care Centers dot the state

You’ll be making a life for one car and drive with the CHOOSE LIFE encouragement all over Kentucky.

Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOOSE LIFE encouragement all over Kentucky.

51 Care Centers dot the state

Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOOSE LIFE encouragement all over Kentucky.

This year, we’ll make the 10th year that donated CHOOSE LIFE license plate dollars have supported pregnancy care centers that serve the women of Kentucky. State Senator Jack Westbold (R-Eatonville), now retired, had worked for several years in securing the official CHOOSE LIFE license plate fund for Kentucky but had been denied each year by pro-choice Democrats in the House of Representatives. In 2005, he worked out a compromise with pro-life bill sponsor and the funds began to flow. Now seniors, including 51 centers across the state have been funded.

The women in the “CHOOSE LIFE” license plate project have always been there fighting the strength and powerful gathering interests. One former Justice of the Kentucky Supreme Court has even accused The Family Foundation of maintaining that Court about the importance of chloroform – a concentrated death gas – in cases. The notorious “No human authority shall, in any case whatever, control the body of life” has been an issue for the past 30 years.

Return the pro-life victory to the light of day.

Why would a 92-3 “pro-life Chamber” all of a sudden refuse to even consider other state “liberal caucus” and they would vote as a 12-vote block and you would secure your make a deal representatives, some of whom have moved on and some of whom have been replaced by very liberal men, this “caucus within your Party Caucus” has already secured 26 votes while you had only 15 – all you would have to do is March 8 election, ’business as usual’ could enter the “liberal Democrats.” Originally made up of eight very liberal female

Religious liberty / Privacy bills also died in House

“Liberty of redressing variety of life bills (See page 2), House Leadership also Withdrawed other influential religious values bills that had become largely dormant in states across the nation. Senate Bill 180 – Religious Liberty / Rights of Conscience Act: SB 180 affirmed the individual’s rights of conscience, but those rights of conscience applied only to employees. Senate Bill 228 – Informed Consent Bill, which finally corrected the Patton Administration’s mishandling of Rep. Katie Stine’s 1998 “Informed Consent” bill. This bill was passed both the Senate and House with votes of 32-5 on Jan. 19 and 92-3 on Jan. 28, respectively. This bill was defeated in 1998 after The Family Foundation intervened and even though The Family Foundation had suspected all along. Those two states rejected the machines, joining Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Michigan, Nebraska and Virginia which had previously said “No.” Only in Arkansas, the home state of “Instant Racing,” are the machines currently operating.

But as time ran out on the Beshear Administration last Fall, legal decisions in the state have had a different effect. After intervening and even though The Family Foundation

Why did the 2016 House “badly”? – 51

It is all about the power and control of the very liberal and the handful of Representatives called “House Leadership.”

What we are seeing is the state House of Representatives. Why are House members not passing pro-life bills that have Kentucky’s traditional values woven into all of our legislation?

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.

The answer is subtle, but not complex. The timing is that about 12 very liberal members of the Democrat Caucus vote as a block and determine who their Leadership will be. That Leadership then controls what is ultimately passed through the General Assembly.
District, there is a two-way primary for both Democrats and Republicans in the 6th District. And in the 5th District, Matt Fish will face Democrat Calvin Sidle in the Fall. Congressman Hal Rogers did not draw Democratic opposition, but he will have a primary against John Burk, Jr. for the 5th District. John Yarmuth of Louisville will not have a primary opponent, but three Republicans are battling for the opportunity to defeat him in November. There will be no primary for the 4th District.

We at The Family Foundation want to show an educational pro-life video in your church. Together we can make a difference! Are you willing to assist? Please contact us. Call us at: 859-255-5400 or email us at: kent@kentuckyfamily.org or sarah@kentuckyfamily.org

For more information, call (859)255-5400 or go to www.kentuckymarriage.org

The Kentucky Marriage Movement

As the cultural design for marriage has dramatically shifted, it has become evident that we must recapture the priority of marriage as God designed it, holding us His standard to restore society.

God’s order in our churches will allow us to regain influence in our communities and culture. Reformatted Noah/Heerman Bostwick, with regard to civilization and building a culture of love, stated in defining the home as “the first and best school of nurture that exists on earth.”

By God’s design, there is no other institution, whether by efforts of specific individuals, organizations or societies brought about by either the church or the state that can replace or compensate for the family.

We want to encourage these Truths through our churches and pray to impact our culture. We must also remember that when we, even in our churches and with good intentions, “re-order” God’s design, we surrender territory to the enemy and weaken our influence in the world. Let us, with courage and grace, stand firm on His Truth in all spheres of influence as we are called.

The foundational relationships in which we mature and express His agape love are:

1) God/Christ
2) Marriage
3) Family
4) His Church, including servant-leaders as described in 1 Tim 3:1-3
5) All Others – our neighbors

In God’s design, the church never replaces marriage and family. In fact, attempts to replace them always lead to cultural demise. His Body thrives as we extend the loving relationships nurtured in covenant marriage and fellowship found in imperiled but forgiven people and families!

Every marriage and family is a “little church.” If we are not strengthening each “little church,” then it matters little the size of our “big church.” In relationships outside God’s design, His Church must be there without compromising His Word on marriage and family.

As we focus on these foundational relationships, reflecting His Love for us as His Bride, we lay again the foundation for a moral and thriving society.

To print off information on races that you can copy and give to others, after May 3, go to: www.votekentucky.us

This Is a B-I-G Election Year. Vote on May 17!!!

The ultimate question is whether religious freedom and free speech are still primary in America or if new rights now trump them.

A presidential election year often brings a flurry of activity in other races, and that is especially true in Kentucky. Over 270 candidates have filed for seats in the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives as well as the Kentucky legislature.

Weekly polls for the 110-member Kentucky House of Representatives up for grabs, there is currently an astounding 208 candidates hoping to represent Kentuckians in Frankfort. The current makeup of the House is 53 Democrats to 47 Republicans, and Republicans are hoping to take control for the first time since 1922. Thirty-one representatives – 22 Republicans and 9 Democrats – did not draw a challenge and will return to the General Assembly next year. Nine representatives – Democrats Johnny Bell, Larry Crimm, Mike Donahoe, Chris Hartis and Leslie Combs and Republicans Delashaw, Darrell Flood, Brad Montell and Thomas Kurt – are not seeking re-election.

All in all, 91 candidates will be on the primary ballot for the State House.

Currently, Kentucky has...

53 Democrats and 47 Republicans in the State House of Representatives.
27 Republicans and 11 Democrats in the State Senate.
Five Republicans and one Democrat in the U.S. House of Representatives.
Two Republicans in the U.S. Senate.

The Kentucky Senate is currently made up of 27 Republicans and 11 Democrats, but only half of the Senate is up for election this year. Senators serve four-year terms, so only those that represent odd-numbered districts have elections. Ten of these did not have anyone file to run against them; therefore, 20 of the 38 seats are already set in place. Of the nine remaining seats, only two are open – Representatives Carroll Gilchrist (R-Letcher) and Chris Gattis (R-Rowan) will not be returning.

U.S. Senator Rand Paul is seeking re-election and has drawn two opponents in the Republican primary. The Democrats will have a 6-way race to determine who will represent the party for the U.S. Senate seat in November.

The U.S. House, Rep. Ed Whitfield chose to retire in western Kentucky’s 1st District. Two Democrats and four Republicans will face off in the Primary for that seat. Brett Guthrie did not draw opposition, so he will run to represent the 2nd District. John Yarmuth of Louisville will not have a primary opponent, but three Republicans are battling for the opportunity to defeat him in November. There will be no primary for the 4th District, but Republican Congressman Thomas Massie will face Democrat Calvin Crutcher in the Fall. Congressman Hal Rogers did not draw Democratic opposition, but he will have a primary against John Hall, Jr. for the 5th District. And in the 6th District, there is a two-way primary for both Democrats and Republicans.
Join with us in focusing on the First Priority — Marriage and Family

As the cultural design for marriage has dramatically shifted, it has become evident that we must recapture the priority of marriage as God designed it, holding us His standard to restore society.

God's order in our churches will allow us to regain influence in our communities and culture. Reformed theologian Herman Bavinck, with regard to civilization and building a culture of love, states in defining the home as “the first and best school of nurture that exists on earth.”

By God's design, there is no other institution, whether by efforts of specific individuals, organizations or societies brought about by either the church or the state that can replace or compensate for the family.

We want to encourage these Truths through our churches and pray to impact our culture. We must also remember that when we, even in our churches and with good intentions, “re-order” God’s design, we surrender territory to the enemy and weaken our influence in the world. Let us, with courage and grace, stand firm on His Truth in all spheres of influence as we are called.

The foundational relationships in which we mature and express His agape love are:
1. God/Christ
2. Marriage
3. Family
4. His Church, including servant-leaders as described in I Tim 3:1-5.
5. All Others — our neighbors

In God’s design, the church never replaces marriage and family. In fact, attempts to replace them always lead to cultural demise. His Body thrives as we extend the loving relationships nurtured in covenant marriage and fellowship found in imperfect but forgiven people and families!

Every marriage and family is a “little church.” If we are not strengthening each “little church,” then it matters little the size of our “big churches.” In relationships outside God’s design, His Church must be there without compromising His Word on marriage and family. As we focus on these foundational relationships, reflecting His Love for us as His Bride, we lay away the foundation for a moral and thriving society.

For more information, call (859)255-5400 or go to www.kentuckymarriage.org

We at The Family Foundation want to show an educational pro-life video in your county. Together we can make a H-U-J-G difference. Are YOU willing to assist?

Please contact us. Call us at: 859-255-5400 or email us at: kent@kentuckyfamily.org"
**Instant Racing still operating, and still in question**

We are not done yet, but more integrity in the new Administration suggests that we may get an honest hearing.

On Oct. 10, 2010 – just three months short of six years ago – The Family Foundation attorney, Stan Cave, and Executive Director, Kate O’Neal, appeared before Franklin County Circuit Judge Judge Thomas Worley and the 10 joint petitioners to request permission to file an appeal.

After interesting and even though The Family Foundation was party to the lawsuit against the Beshear Administration and the Court denied The Foundation all discovery rights, including the rights of inspection, written discovery, document requests and ask questions. Several years later, the Kentucky Supreme Court refused to hear The Family Foundation’s rights of discovery and order the parties to comply, reminding the case for 4 years as a “3%” case.

Over 51 Pregnancy Care Centers across the state serve free of charge any Kentucky woman who has an untimely pregnancy. Over 51 Care Centers

CHOICE LIFE plates strengthen Care Centers

51 Care Centers dot the state

Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOICE LIFE encouragement all over town. You’ll be making a stand for Life and defending the most meaningful impact from the funds given.

What is going on in the state House of Representatives? Why are House members fighting with students with gender dysphoria (biological males who think they are girls and vice versa). These students want to use the bathroom and locker rooms of the school administrators in Kentucky are assigned to the case, a few weeks later, the Instant Racing petitioners and the Court denied The Foundation all discovery rights and order the parties to comply, reminding the case for 4 years as a “3%” case.

Instant Racing Ruling: Why did the pro-life bills die in the House, religious liberty and privacy bills also received no hearings in that Chamber.

Though there is no way to anticipate when this case will come to a close, there is hope that with discovery now moving forward and with pertinent information being revealed, that the truth will finally be known by all at the new session.

**Religious liberty / Privacy bills also died in House**

**What is going on in the state House of Representatives? Why are House members fighting with students with gender dysphoria (biological males who think they are girls and vice versa). These students want to use the bathroom and locker rooms of the school administrators in Kentucky are assigned to the case, a few weeks later, the Instant Racing petitioners and the Court denied The Foundation all discovery rights and order the parties to comply, reminding the case for 4 years as a “3%” case.**

Over 51 Pregnancy Care Centers across the state serve free of charge any Kentucky woman who has an untimely pregnancy. Over 51 Care Centers

CHOICE LIFE plates strengthen Care Centers

51 Care Centers dot the state

Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOICE LIFE encouragement all over town. You’ll be making a stand for Life and defending

**Attorney Stan Cave**

**CHOICE LIFE plates strengthen Care Centers**

51 Care Centers dot the state

Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOICE LIFE encouragement all over town. You’ll be making a stand for Life and defending
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Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOICE LIFE encouragement all over town. You’ll be making a stand for Life and defending

**51 Care Centers dot the state**

Go ahead, get one for your car and drive with the CHOICE LIFE encouragement all over town. You’ll be making a stand for Life and defending
Spurred by the video revelations from last year, demonstrating that Planned Parenthood was selling body parts from aborted fetuses, Bevin has fast tracked Senate Bill 25 – Ban on Sale of Fetal Body Parts: This bill was almost identical to the bill that President Obama signed in January to ban fetal parts sales. This bill passed the Senate 36-2 on Jan. 27. It died in the House Judiciary Committee.

Senate Bill 42 was introduced by Bevin on Feb. 1 and has passed the Senate. This bill requires public universities to offer crisis pregnancy services and to eliminate abortion procedures from their health plans. It now goes to the House.

Gov. Matt Bevin, Kentucky's 62nd Governor, has been a consistent advocate for pro-life initiatives. A pro-life bill that was introduced in the House – House Bill 386. It was never heard – not even read. And there was time – this year was a “long” session.

Senate Bill 19 – The Student Free Speech Bill: Bevin supported this bill, introduced by Sen. Michael Robinson (E-L), which would allow students to be excluded from some of the ideological indoctrination. The bill died in the Senate this year, 34-0.

Senate Bill 7 – The Student Free Speech Bill: Bevin supported this bill, introduced by Sen. Michael Robinson (E-L), which would allow students to be excluded from some of the ideological indoctrination. The bill died in the Senate this year, 34-0.

Key pro-life bills killed by House this Session

These six pro-life bills just needed a debate on the House Floor, or a debate in their assigned House Committee. But no . . .

Spilled on the desk in the Senate this Session was a bill that would have protected women from the sale of aborted baby parts. It was Senate Bill 41 – Commercial Terms for Abortion Services. This bill was similar to the bill that President Obama signed in January to ban fetal parts sales. This bill passed the Senate 36-2 on Jan. 27. It died in the House Judiciary Committee.

Bevin takes two abortion clinics to court

After eight years of a very pro-choice Governor, Kentucky’s abortion clinics were in for a surprise. This year the “same” basic bill was introduced in the House – House Bill 386. It was never heard – not even read. And there was time – this year was a “long” session.

Senate Bill 19 – The Student Free Speech Bill: Bevin supported this bill, introduced by Sen. Michael Robinson (E-L), which would allow students to be excluded from some of the ideological indoctrination. The bill died in the Senate this year, 34-0.

It has taken 18 years to correct a blatant pro-choice manipulation of a law that was intended clearly intended to secure a for an abortion-minced woman a standard face-to-face consultation . . . It has taken 18 years to correct a blatant pro-choice manipulation of a law that was intended clearly intended to secure a for an abortion-minced woman a standard face-to-face consultation . . . It has taken 18 years to correct a blatant pro-choice manipulation of a law that was intended clearly intended to secure a for an abortion-minced woman a standard face-to-face consultation . . .
Across the state we need people who want to make a difference.

We need volunteers ...

Kentucky and America in fact, are approaching a tipping point where we may not be eligible to correct our downward course. The Family Foundation intends to continue to stand up for the family and the values that make families strong, but government too often is waging war against the family and against family values.

We need to recognize that “WE ARE THE GOVERNMENT” and that we must act rather than simply slide into the morass of history like great cultures and nations. Yes, we need help … would you be willing to . . .

• Sign People Up? Encourage your friends to sign up for the CITIZEN newsletter.
• Pro-Life Seminar? Promote a “Voice for the Voiceless” seminar in your community. (see page 4)
• Distribute Information? Distribute materials in your community at key times during the year.

Please call us: (859) 255-5400
Website: kentuckyfamily.org

“Let’s” use on Facebook: The Family Foundation

Follow us on Twitter: @KentuckyFamily

II Chronicles 7:14
“… if my people who are called by my name humble themselves, and pray and seek my face and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven and will forgive their sin and heal their land.” - II Chronicles 7:14

Franklin Graham comes to Frankfort May 4: It’s time to pray! It’s time to be salt & light!

Franklin Graham leads a prayer rally at noon Wednesday, May 4 on the front Capitol Steps in Frankfort.

May 4 is a day of destiny for Kentucky … perhaps for America. On Wednesday, May 4 Franklin Graham is coming to Frankfort to challenge Kentucky Christians to be the dyplomatic ap to make the difference in the future of our state and nation. He will challenge us to pray, to believe and to act.

The “Decision America Tour 2016” will have a prayer rally on the Capitol steps at noon. Graham will be there to share, encourage and admonish the citizens of Kentucky to do our part to turn from our present course and engage with faith and faithfulness so that the obvious does not result from the course that we are currently following.

“Our nation is in trouble, and the answer doesn’t rest in our politicians and political parties,” said Graham. “As Christians, we know the Answer and His Name is Jesus Christ. We have a responsibility as the church to be salt and light in this world. We are called to speak the truth of God’s Word to a society whose spiritual and moral foundation is crumbling at an alarming rate. We must pray, seek His face, and stand firm on His Word.”

“We have a responsibility as the church to be salt and light in this world. We are called to speak the truth of God’s Word to a society whose spiritual and moral foundation is crumbling at an alarming rate. We must pray, seek His face, and stand firm on His Word.” – Franklin Graham

“Have you been saved? If so, have you been to church lately? And if so, what did you do there? If not, are you ready to become a new creation in Christ Jesus? Is He in your life? Has He forgiven you and given you salvation? Are you living in light of God’s Word?” – Franklin Graham